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Global Design Initiative Workshop 2018@ SCID in Taipei  

 

Note: This workshop outline is based on the format of GDI Workshop 2015~2017, originally developed by Philipp 

Heidkamp, Nick Rhodes and Tadanori Nagasawa. . 

 

Topic of GDI Workshop 2018@SCID Taipei: Heterotopias- exotic, yet strangely familiar  

 

【HETEROTOPIAS】（異托邦） 
“First there are the utopias. Utopias are sites with no real place. They are sites that have a general relation of direct or 

inverted analogy with the real space of Society. They present society itself in a perfected form, or else society turned upside 

down, but in any case these utopias are fundamentally unreal spaces. There are also, probably in every culture, in every 

civilization, real places — places that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of society—which are something 

like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within 

the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. Because these places are absolutely different from all 

the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias.” 

Michel Foucault, 1967. 
“Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopia” 《Architecture/ Mouvement/Continuite》 

 
Welcome to the fourth stop of the GDI Workshop! 

This year we will continue the main theme of “strangeness” but, by placing you in the old town of Taipei city Dadaocheng 

(or “Tua-Tiu-Tiann” in Taiwanese, from now on DDC ), a perplexing place that the French philosopher Foucault would call 

a “heterotopia,” we hope to bring our preceding “trinity” framework of place/ identity/object to a more dynamic/enigmatic 

real-world setting for testing. DDC is a very small corner to the west of the Taipei City, but it hides the secret genes of the 

city’s origin. It’s a place that squeezes the long history of Taiwan into a cultural anatomy that had layers of material objects 

all juxtaposed in the present, in front, at hand, and you can simply walk in to feel them. It has a strong sense of old, and 

exotic maybe in the eyes of foreigners, but an “archeology of now” is necessary to dig into its deeper layers and make 

meaningful connections that make a total impression (/expression, as you are expected to bring out at the end) because it’s 

indeed the cradle of modernity in Taiwan. 

 

Background  

This project is an experiment. It is a project about “strangeness” and the perception of space (urban / rural space) from a 

specific identity / perspective. It is about cultural and historical identities and how these are expressed in social practices in 

urban / rural space and through their culture and how the analysis of cultural identities might be used as design resource. 

You will make observations, discussions of your feelings, and will come up with an analysis and reflection and create a 

synthesis and so on.  

The project presents the opportunity to explore the strong coherence between PLACE, ROLE / IDENTITY and OBJECT, 

also is devised for you to engage with other students from the “Global Design Initiative” to jointly explore notions of 

identity, the self, and representative forms of design. 

You will explore observations, analysis and will come up with design objects that conveys the unique milieu of the place, 
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exotic at the first sight yet also strangely familiar once get closer.   

 

Workshop Task  

Design a physical artifact / object to communicate an exotic yet strangely familiar experience in a given context for a 

given identity.  

We cannot wait to see how you observe, analyze, and design your object-mediated strategy to intervene into this critical 

zone in Taipei.  Imagine leaving your designed objects here at DDC so that with them GDI might be able to join this year’s 

TTTIFA (Tua-Tiu-Tiann International Festival of Arts) in October to make a strong design statement.  

 

Process 

In five day workshop, you will work in three intercultural teams of five students (from 5 universities). The teams will 

explore the places; deal with the threads of culture, history and industry.  

In addition, this workshop aims at new didactic types of discussions and feedbacks from the professors / tutors based on the 

principles of problem-based learning.  

You should develop a high degree of self-directed reflection during its process.  

 

Hints  

• Look beyond the visible, the surface, the stereotype, and the expected 

• Question to your perception, your cultural expectations and your norms  

• Decode the meaning of objects at a specific place for specific people  

• Create an empathy with a specific group of stakeholders  

• Try a role-play in your groups: See different stakeholders: Designer, venture capitalist, activist, shop owner etc. 

• Build physical prototypes: In the processes of collaborative analysis and synthesis, conflicting perceptions within and 

about a field of interest are likely to surface.  

• Expose yourself to social interaction with people in urban / rural space  

• Strangeness is a tool to open a new box of insights in the design process 

• Try to balance the strangeness and familiarity, for underneath the strangeness are commonalities that make the place 

familiar to even foreigners, as we all know the original passion of “being modern.”     

 

Format  

Workshop with open studio / “life studio” allowing multiple ways of interaction between GDI students, hosts, tutors, SCID 

students and GDI alumni (and maybe even other people). A setting with a high degree of conviviality should be designed.  

 

Mode  

Group project, 3 teams with 5 students each  

Collaboration with / and support of a team of 6-9 “local” SCID students (“hosts”).  
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Schedule 

The Period of Workshop program: 17(Sat) / March - 25(Sun) / March 2018 

Official workshop hour: 09:30-18:30 (8.0 hours/day) 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

03/17(Sat) :  Students arriving in Taipei 

03/18(Sun): Welcome reception + Guided tour  

03/19(Mon) :  Workshop-Day1@ SCID 

03/20(Tue) :  Workshop-Day2@ SCID 

03/21(Wed):  Workshop-Day3@ SCID + Intermediate presentation+ Guided tour for teachers 

  <Last arrival to Taipei for teachers before lunch> 

03/22(Thu) :  Workshop-Day4@ SCID <Teachers visit USC Campus> 

03/23(Fri) :  Workshop-Day5@ SCID + Final presentation + Feedback forum 

03/24(Sat) :  GDF Teacher’s Forum in the morning + Students leaving 

03/25(Sun) :  Teachers leaving  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Designing an intervention / an event / a party for a particular place from a specific perspective  

The project relates the three dimensions of Dadaocheng, a found or designed object and a character / identity.  

The relation of the three dimensions in it specific articulation creates a design briefing.  

Design opportunities might be generated through alterations of this principle.  

Changing context, changing space (and time) and mixed identities...  

 

PLACE  

Spatial context, the stories of the place, memories  

 

ROLE  

Identify People, Stakeholders. Borrowing a fictional identity – one of the roles from the Super-Self.  

 

OBJECT  

Finding / changing / creating an object (e.g. bicycle, bottle, sign, table...) in a specific domain (mobility, food, leisure, 

work...)  

Symbolic meanings, metaphors, means for communication. 

 

Tour  

A guided tour will be given for all participants to have an in-depth understanding in the culture, history and industry of 

Dadaocheng on 18 March(Sun), 2018. Another tour for all teachers will be on 21 Mar(Wed), 2018. 
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Approach  

Finding Strange Familiarities 

Defining problem from observation of culture, history and industry 

Intense moments, cultural practices, rules, specific objects, social interactions Photo observation of places and objects, 

understanding stakeholders  

 

Role of tutors / professors  

Listening, looking, mirroring, reflecting, questioning, moderating the teams, addressing competencies  

 

Role of hosts 

6-9 SCID students (2-3 per group):supporting collaboration, guiding at SCID and in DDC neighborhood, supporting Tea 

time preparation… etc. 

 

Preparation by students 

The Super-Self Video  

Based on the positive experience of the GDI workshops before, we will proceed with the Super-Self videos to be realized 

by all participants 3 weeks before the workshop itself.  

Submission deadline: 26th February 2018   

90 seconds presenting you as a fictional character, the character needs to have a name (the astronaut, the design man...)  

 

Strange objects  

Participants should bring an object with them. The object should be experienced as a strange object here in DDC Taipei.  

 

Key References Reading( by Jerry Cheng) 

【HOLY TRINITY IN A HETEROTOPIAS】 

Dadaocheng (DDC) was one of a few trading ports (Danshui was the river mouth port but goods offloaded from boats in 

DDC) and the only one in Taiwan that was opened up to Western trade following the Second Opium War(1856-1860).  

Before that, there’re only three households of settlers living here in DDC, until a serious fraction fight broken up in 1853 

brought expelled fraction here and built their belief center, the Xia-Hai City God Temple.1 One of the oldest house is still 

open to public visit. Three years later, opening of the ports redrew the international trade map of the Far Eastern and the 

losers of fraction fight reverse their destiny from hell to heaven. The booming export trade of tea, fabric, rice, herb, Chinese 

medicine, dried foods quickly turned DDC into the prosperous center of Taiwan’s material culture. All the major trading 

companies had offices here and hence the Gui-De Street also called “foreigners’ street.” Even nowadays the wholesale 

business of these “traditional” goods still prospers as can be experienced vividly with five senses while walking on the main 

street. Since late nineteenth century, the Ching Dynasty(China) started to “modernize” the infrastructure of Taiwan, 

gravitating efforts on the old Taipei, as a result, for example, the first operation-able railway in China was located near the 

                         
1 You can visit its website here at  http://tpecitygod.org/en-about-xia-hai01.html 
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North Gate ( Beimen) of DDC.2 

 

From 1895 to 1945, Taiwan was under the rule of Japanese colonialism. DDC was a place where the richest Taiwanese 

gathered and lived and therefore the showcase of modern lifestyle brought influences from the “home-island” of Japan. 

Almost everything “modern” in Taiwan, Movie Theater, cafe, newspaper, records, modern painting, novelist, music 

composers, bookstore, post office, light bulb, tap water, trade union, political party… started from here at DDC. Richest 

Taiwanese built their houses to show their economic power with hybrid styles, mixing Western, Japanese, and Taiwanese 

architectural elements together, ironically “post-modern collages” ahead of the “modernism” of the Japanese rulers. DDC 

was also the site of local resistance to Japanese colonialism, in the disguised form of cultural movement, led by a legendary 

leader Chiang Wei-shui.3 

 

After WWII, Taiwan was returned to the nationalist government (KMT) who fled to Taiwan soon after being defeated in the 

civil war. DDC became the driving economic force for the post war prosperity in Taiwan, over 70% of the listed companies 

had main office here, and most of them belong to the textile industry. In 1977, a proposal to widen three-folds the main 

street (from 7.8m to 20m) was revealed and faced strong protests from the cultural preservationists. The disputes continued 

until 1995. The City Government finally announced this area historic heritage and 77 old houses were luckily kept from 

being dismantled. That’s why you will see a series of URS (Urban Regeneration Stations)4 on the DDC central area, 

which were transferred from private to public and now leased to NGOs for different public uses.  

 

Several waves of new startups by young cultural creators after around 2010 changed the landscape of DDC. The young 

talents ranging widely from all areas of design to all forms of art performance came here and created a new cultural milieu 

where the traditional wholesale goods (e.g., fabrics) and performances (Taiwanese operas theaters and puppet theater) were 

connected and transformed into new forms of design objects or subjects (new media or drama). The old became new again 

and the new find inspiration from the old. The year 2015 marked the opening of a new era for DDC, a bottom-up cultural 

movement was ignited by a local alliance of business and artists. The TTTIFA5 event was held in October of that year to 

celebrate the founding of the Taiwanese Cultural Association (by Chiang Wei-shui) in the 1920s. It shows vividly how the 

hybrid space of DDC (mixing tradition with modern, modern with postmodern, colonial with independent, secular business 

with sacred belief, the west with the east, the Chinese with the Japanese, the international with the local, the public with the 

private) as a real existing “heterotopia” had given momentums for new culture scenes to emerge out of the bursting young 

hearts of artists, designers, and entrepreneurs.6  

 

"TTTIFA's main theme is the spirit of “Kyousou (狂騷) Twenties,” the Japanese translation of the “Roaring Twenties," the 

phrase coined in the West to describe flourishing economic times and cultural innovations, embodied in the Art Deco 

movement and emergence of jazz music during the 1920s. "Kyousou" literally means "madness" and "disturbance," but we 

like to interpret this word as "creativity." As the spirit of the "Roaring Twenties" tapped into a reactionary energy to 

                         
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtW_-stimSc (A National Geographic Report) 
3 http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2006/08/06/2003322033  
4 http://www.urstaipei.net/en/  (Visit to feel the design excitement in the city) 
5 TTTIFA is the abbreviation of Tua-Tiu-Tiann International Festival of Arts 
6 https://www.britannica.com/place/Taiwan/Cultural-life  provides a brief background intro. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtW_-stimSc
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2006/08/06/2003322033
http://www.urstaipei.net/en/
https://www.britannica.com/place/Taiwan/Cultural-life
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challenge traditional norms and spark social change, we look forward to what will emerge during the 2020s." 7 

 

Today, as 2020 draws near, we hope to make Tua-Tiu-Tiann the center of yet another cultural movement that makes a 

lasting impact on Taiwan and the rest of the world. We look forward to nurturing a new generation of artists, with Tua- 

Tiu-Tiann serving as a place for new ideas and a portal to a rich history. The identity of these cultural creators comes from 

the place and through the objects (Yes, exactly our Holy Trinity!). The idea behind the movement is simply to bring 

everything that happened in the 1920s right here in DDC “to life again” through their re-creative hands. New arts salute to 

the old arts, new objects recalls the spirits of the old objects, and the new Taiwanese identity (therefore “DDC” has to be 

called “TTT”) revitalizes the old identity that stands against the colonial rules. Their confidence is intuitive because to them 

these “olds” are never far remote in history but here and now right in front.  

 

A place too familiar would not arouse us any interest to explore the differences; on the other hand, a place too strange to us 

would not allow any meaningful comparisons either.  If you walk on the exotic streets of DDC and realize the place 

somehow “strangely familiar,” it’s no surprise. The “Deja vu” is not an illusion, once you enter a place of “heterotopia” like 

DDC, because this is where the modern turned old into an “objectified” tradition (like in the Weimar Republic of Germany 

or the Taisho Democracy 大正デモクラシー of Japan). 

 

Note on Visa policy 

All participants need to confirm the visa validation and policy o from their mother country to Taiwan( R.O.C). Sometimes 

the transfer of flight also needs extra visa from the transfer country. 

 

Pre-Workshop weekend / arrival 

Participants are required to arrive in Taipei on Saturday 17th of March 2018. 

*The free accommodation is to be informed after the confirmation of the participants list.   

 

Where am I? Dérive.  

• Conditioning of experiencing strangeness   

• Participants are exposed to strangeness and disorientation   

• Explore Taiwan / Taipei in a psycho-geographical approach   

                         
7 http://tttifa.com/en/index.html 
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